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Abstract. Wrist movements are physically constrained and take place within a
small range around the hand’s rest position. We explore pointing techniques
that deal with the physical constraints of the wrist and extend the range of its
input without making use of explicit mode-switching mechanisms. Taking into
account elastic properties of the human joints, we investigate designs based on
rate control. In addition to pure rate control, we examine a hybrid technique that
combines position and rate-control and a technique that applies non-uniform
position-control mappings. Our experimental results suggest that rate control is
particularly effective under low-precision input and long target distances. Hybrid and non-uniform position-control mappings, on the other hand, result in
higher precision and become more effective as input precision increases.
Keywords: Pointing techniques, constrained wrist movement, elastic devices,
rate control, clutching.

1

Introduction

Technology becomes more and more ubiquitous, and a variety of handheld devices
such as Wii Remotes start becoming widely available. Researchers and designers
have been envisioning scenarios that move user interaction beyond desktop computers. A user interacts with a public display in a museum to get more information about
an exhibit or with a wall display in an airport to learn more about a flight. Driven by
such scenarios, research in Human-Computer Interaction has been exploring new
pointing techniques that go beyond the use of a mouse. For example, Vogel and
Balakrishnan [23] proposed techniques for freehand pointing in front of highresolution displays. Other work [22] has explored the use of mobile phones as pointing devices for interaction with public displays. In such scenarios, user interaction
does not rely on the presence of specialized input devices and sophisticated motion
tracking systems. Pointing precision becomes an important issue. Factors that affect
pointing precision include natural hand tremor and limited hand precision [2, 21] or
the use of low-resolution input devices.
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Several solutions have tried to improve pointing precision by proposing mechanisms that balance between absolute and relative pointing. “Clutching” is a common
input recalibration mechanism that allows users to reposition the frame of reference of
absolute pointing. Despite its simplicity, it requires explicit mode transitions between
pointing and clutching. When using a mouse, clutching is activated naturally, by lifting the mouse and translating it over the table. However, when the input device is
positioned in free space, mode switching relies on the use of a button [24] or a special
hand gesture [23]. Such mechanisms may not be available in certain situations (e.g.,
when the user manipulates a physical object with no additional input channels), rely
on error-prone hand-gesture recognition mechanisms or compete with the activation
of other actions, such as the selection of a target.
This paper explores solutions that achieve pointing precision without requiring the
user to switch between modes. We focus on movements of the wrist, which are important for the manipulation of handheld devices and can be easily detected by accelerometer and gyroscope sensors of common mobile devices. We investigate three
solutions. Based on the observation that wrist movements occur within a limited
range, beyond which natural self-centering forces develop, we investigate rate (velocity) control as a first solution. Inspired by the work of Casiez et al. [5], we explore a
second technique that combines position and rate control to extend the input range of
the hand. We claim that the wrist can be viewed as a hybrid device: isotonic when
movements take place around its neutral position, and elastic when its position extends beyond a certain range. Finally, we examine a third technique influenced by
previous research on multi-scale pointing [12] and non-uniform position-control mappings [1, 20]. We show that rate control is insensitive to input precision, which means
that it is particularly valuable when input precision is low. We measure and control
input precision by dividing the input range into discrete units of input. We use input
precision as an independent variable to explore the design space and evaluate the
three techniques.

2

Related Work

In indirect pointing, the pointing device is decoupled from the display. This separation results in two different spaces: (1) the display space, which is the space of the
pointer’s movement, and (2) the motor (or control) space, where the manipulation of
the input device takes place. In relative-pointing devices, the mapping between the
two spaces can change dynamically, for example, by using recalibration mechanisms
that change the frame of reference of pointing on the display space. Clutching is the
most common recalibration mechanism [13]. When using a mouse, clutching can be
performed by lifting and moving the mouse off the table. When pointing occurs in
free space, clutching requires the activation of an explicit mode-switching mechanism, for example, by pressing a button [24] or by changing the hand’s posture [23].
The Control-Display (C-D) gain [11] maps the movement of the input device (motor space) to the movement of the display pointer (display space). It can be calculated
as the ratio of the pointer velocity to the velocity of the input device. Casiez et al. [6]
examined the impact of C-D gains on pointing performance with a high-resolution

mouse. Their results indicate that pointing time follows an L curve as a function of CD gain. When the gain is low, performance slows down because clutching becomes
frequent. When it is high enough, the C-D has no effect on user performance, i.e.,
increasing its value has no cost. Problems due to the accuracy of hands and fingers
appear in tiny movements of about 0.2 mm. When the hand moves in free space,
however, problems appear in larger movements in the range of 3 – 5 mm [2]. In this
case, the use of high C-D gains is problematic. For example, ray casting, which involves high C-D gains when used at a distance, is extremely sensitive to hand tremor
and results in high error rates [18, 19, 23].
A pointing device can control either the position (position control) or the velocity
(rate control) of the pointer. Position control is most often used with isotonic devices,
e.g., a mouse, while rate control is used with isometric and elastic devices, e.g., joysticks. Rate control eliminates the need for clutching but relies on a self-centering
mechanism, not present in isotonic devices. Zhai [24] compared all the possible mappings between input types (isotonic and isometric) and types of control (position and
rate) and found that isotonic rate-control input was about 50% slower than isometric
rate-control input and isotonic position-control input. More recently, Casiez and
Vogel [5] examined the effect of the stiffness of elastic devices on the performance of
rate control. They found that rate control performed well even for very low stiffness
values, as long as a self-centering mechanism was present and velocity-control functions were carefully selected. They also found that pointing performance was only
15% slower when stiffness was zero, i.e., when pointer control was purely isotonic.
Research in Virtual Reality has proposed hybrid movement mappings to facilitate
the manipulation of virtual objects, avoiding the use of high C-D gains, explicit interaction modes, and clutching mechanisms. The Go-Go technique introduced by
Poupyrev et al. [20] extends the reach of a user’s hand in the virtual world by applying non-uniform C-D gains. The technique uses a one-to-one movement mapping
between the real and a virtual hand as long as the hand stays within a fixed area
around the user. This ensures that users can manipulate nearby objects with precision.
However, when the arm of the user extends beyond the proximity area, the C-D gain
grows through a non-linear (parabolic) function. Variable C-D gains can help users
reach remote objects without having to “clutch”. A major drawback of the technique
is that high gains develop towards extreme input positions, requiring users to bring
remote objects closer so that they can effectively interact with them. Bowman and
Hodges [3] explored variations of the Go-Go technique, including the stretch go-go
technique, which controls the velocity of the virtual arm rather than its absolute position. Unfortunately, little evidence about the effectiveness of the above techniques
exists. More recently, Appert et al. [1] introduced the Ring lens, a high-precision
magnification lens that applies position control at two scales. The cursor moves with a
low C-D gain within a Ring lens, supporting high-precision control in the magnified
area. As the cursor reaches the border (ring) of the lens, the lens follows the movement of the cursor. The technique outperformed both speed-depended precision control and mode–switching precision control.
A few approaches have examined hybrid designs. Dominjon et al. [9] proposed an
interaction technique for haptic devices that combines position and rate control. The

technique is based on the visualization of the input space as a three-dimensional bubble. Movement is isotonic and position controlled inside the bubble, but it becomes
elastic and rate controlled as the cursor crosses the boundaries of the bubble to the
outside. Dominjon et al. [9] implemented the bubble technique with a PHANTOM
haptic device and evaluated it on 3D-model painting tasks. The technique was more
efficient than both absolute positioning and clutching and received higher subjective
rankings. RubberEdge [7] is a hybrid device that applies a similar approach to 2D
pointing tasks. It resembles to a regular touch pad, but its boundaries are elastic.
When the finger of the user moves from the central isotonic zone of the pad to its
elastic boundaries, cursor movement becomes rate controlled, allowing the user to
traverse long distances without clutching.

3

The Wrist as a Constrained Pointing Device

Wrist movements are constrained by the hand’s joints. Joint constraints decrease the
operating range of input, hindering user performance. This is a major problem when
users need to interact with large visual spaces without losing in pointing precision.
Clutching techniques as well as techniques that let users switch between relative and
absolute pointing can increase the range of movement but require an additional input
channel. Unfortunately, such mechanisms may not be available in certain situations,
for example, when users interact with non-specialized devices or physical objects.

Fig. 1. Input and output unit ranges.

Physical constraints may not pose a problem if movements of the hand are highly
accurate, when pointing distances are relatively short or targets are large. Problems
arise when hand movements are imprecise, distances are large, and targets are small.
To better describe this problem we study user performance in relation to the number
of discrete units of movement. Fig. 1 presents how the input and output space can be
partitioned into units of movement. U is the range of the display measured in units,
and y is the size (in mm, dots or pixels) of the minimum unit of output movement.
Clearly, targets on the display have to be larger than y to be selectable. Chapuis and
Dragicevic [8] found that the discretization of the output had practically no effect on
pointing performance as long as targets were selectable. This implies that performance only depends on motor-space control and not on the visual representation of the
cursor. In most real applications, the minimum output movement y is never larger
than 1 pixel, which allows for smooth cursor transitions and the selection of tiny tar-

gets. In this case, U represents the display size in pixels. Similarly to output range, we
can view input range as a discretized entity, where u is the range of detectable discrete
input units, and x is the size of each unit in mm. The minimum input unit x represents the minimum distance that can be recognized by an input device and controlled
by the user. When the number of output units is greater than the number of input units
(U > u), the user cannot reach all the output units with an absolute mapping between
input and output. Given an input-output configuration (u, U), where U is much greater
than u (U >> u), our goal is to examine pointing techniques that maximize pointing
performance. The output-to-input ratio:
(1)
determines the minimum number of clutches required to traverse the whole output
range. An alternative definition of the C-D gain in terms of input and output units is:

CDU gain =

Um
um

(2)

where Um is the number of output units covered when the input device moves um
units. Notice that, in contrast to the C-D gain, the above measure is not unit-free.
Research in biomechanics has proposed several models to describe the mechanics
of joints and muscles. Lemay and Crago [16] used a simple mathematical model to
express passive elastic torques M in human limbs, according to which the joint's stiffness is composed of both a linear and an exponential component. The exponential
component dominates close to the limits of a limb’s operating range, but movement is
highly isotonic around the rest position. Lehman and Calhoun [15] studied extensions
and flexions of the wrist. They found that wrist movements are isotonic in a range of
40 degrees to the left and the right of the rotational axis. Passive torques were less
than 0.1 N!m within this movement range. Elastic torques started appearing rapidly as
movement extended towards its extreme positions. Fig. 2 presents the angular range
of wrist rotations and our hypothetical model of the wrist as a hybrid device.

Fig. 2. The wrist. (a) The range of its angular movements. (b) Modeled as a hybrid of an isotonic and an elastic device.

The precision of such wrist movements can be particularly low. Rahman et al. [21]
found that errors inflated considerably as users tried to control more than 12 levels of
purely flexion-based tilts when interacting with a mobile phone.

4

Techniques

We examined three techniques that allow the user to point by moving the wrist without making use of explicit mode-switching mechanisms. Motivated by previous work
on hybrid movement mappings [7, 9, 20], we reconsider the use of rate control in
conjunction with wrist movements. Rate control depends on the existence of a selfcentering mechanism. Previous results [5] suggest that the stiffness of an elastic device has no effect on the effectiveness of rate control. Rate control can work equally
well with low stiffness values provided that a self-centering mechanism is present.
Their results also suggest that when movement occurs within a small range, the removal of external self-centering mechanisms only slightly affects user performance.
Given that the wrist has a natural resting position and movement takes place within a
relatively small range around it, we expected that rate control would be a viable solution even if we did not externally reinforce the wrist’s centering mechanism.
4.1

Pure Rate Control

Rate control is based on the application of a transfer function
that maps the
displacement d from a neutral input position to velocity units. Previous work [5, 24]
has made use of linear transfer functions. Our informal tests, however, showed that
non-linear transfer functions result in better motor control. This can be explained by
the fact that the neutral position of the wrist is not strict but expands within a certain
range where self-centering is absent and velocity control is difficult.

Fig. 3. Three different transfer functions: v(x) = sign(x)·|x|b, where b " 1.

The form of polynomial functions (see Fig. 3) that we tested is the following:
v(x) = sign(x)·|x|b, b ! 1

(3)

where x = 0 is the hand’s resting position. Both the input range and velocity are normalized in [-1, 1]. We observed that transfer functions that grow rapidly around the
zero position, i.e., when b is low, are sensitive to input precision. Velocities must be
low enough so that small targets can be easily selected. If the width of the smallest
target is Wmin, the minimum cursor velocity vmin must be as follows:

(4)
where Treact is the delay for the user to react and stop the movement when the cursor
enters the area of the target. Based on previous experimental results [17], we estimated this delay to be around 150 ms.
4.2

Hybrid Control

We explored mixed-control designs, balancing between high precision afforded by
position control and smooth long-distance movement afforded by rate control. Our
approach is based on existing techniques [7, 9] but does not assume the availability of
specialized elastic devices. As shown in Fig. 4, we divide the input range into three
zones. The central zone is reserved for position control. The portion of the display
that corresponds to movements within this zone is communicated to the user as a
framed window. The side input zones let the user reposition this window by controlling its velocity. As a result, pointing takes place at two stages. First, the user turns
the hand out of its central zone to bring the window around the target. Then, the hand
returns towards the central zone to point to the target within the window’s boundaries.

Fig. 4. Steps of a selection task with the hybrid technique when D > D1. The vertical line in the
input space shows the input position. (a) The cursor travels a distance D1, which corresponds to
a movement d1 along the isotonic range of the input. (b) The window travels towards the target,
which appears in a distance D2 from the initial center of the window. The velocity v of the
window increases as the input position extends towards its extreme sides. (c) The cursor moves
to the target by covering a distance D3.

We follow the approach of Dominjon et al. [9], who visually communicate the
range of position control, rather than the approach of Casiez et al. [7], who use a single cursor representation. In our case, there is no haptic feedback to communicate
transitions to the user, and hence, visual feedback is essential. We also found that
breaking the pointing task into two different scales, i.e., rough pointing with rate control, and precise pointing with position control, was more appropriate than assuming
that rate and position control constitute symmetric ways of pointing.
Clearly, the range of input units determines the maximum size of the window, but
how to divide this range is not straightforward. Larger central zones increase the active width of position-controlled pointing but do not necessarily result in faster
movements because (1) a shorter range is reserved for rate control, and (2) transitions
from position to rate control, and inversely, require longer hand movements. The
model proposed by Casiez et al. [7] assumes that movement has two parts. Movement

first occurs in the isotonic area until the user’s finger reaches the elastic boundary of
the device. Then, movement continues in the elastic zone until the target is finally
selected. In contrast, our model assumes that movement always returns to the central
isotonic zone to complete the pointing task. Our early tests have shown that direct
target selection with rate control is particularly hard when a hybrid design is used.
When movement takes place in a single side (i.e., elastic) zone of the input, the cursor
can only move towards a single direction. If the cursor overshoots the target, movement has to return to the isotonic zone. Fig. 4 demonstrates the steps of a selection
task based on this model.
4.3

Non-Uniform Position Control

We have designed a window-based technique that applies position control to move
the window of high-precision pointing. As shown in Fig. 5, a movement of the hand
out of its central zone translates the window to the left or to the right by using a high
C-D gain. The position of the window freezes when the wrist starts moving towards
its central zone. This mechanism allows the user to recalibrate the movements, keeping high-precision pointing around the wrist’s rest position. During recalibration, the
user may have to repeat multiple forward and backward movements before bringing a
distant target within the window. More precisely, the number of such movements
depends on the target’s distance, the input resolution, the size of the central zone, and
the selected C-D gains. This recalibration mechanism is analogous to regular clutching mechanisms but does not require the use of additional input channels. Also, it
makes use of two distinct gains (CDUlow, CDUhigh), which allows for minimizing the
number of recalibration actions. The steps required by the third technique to point to
distant targets are similar to the ones required by the hybrid technique except that now
position control is used to position the window. The cursor moves to the boundaries
of the window. Then, the window moves to the target, following a series of recalibration actions. Finally, the cursor points to the target.

Fig. 5. Non-uniform position control. (a) Absolute pointing in the central zone of the input
range with a low C-D gain. (b-d) Position recalibration with back and forth movements.

If w units of a total of u input units are reserved for absolute pointing, the maximum output distance d traversed without recalibration can be computed as follows:

d = w" CDU low +

u#w
" CDU high
2

(5)

To maximize this distance and, at the same time, ensure that all the pixels can be visited, we can select CDUlow to be equal to 1 pixel/unit and CDUhigh to be equal to w:

dmax = "

w2 # u&
+ %1+ () w
2 $ 2'

(6)

The value wo that maximizes this expression can be calculated as follows:

% u(
"d
u
= 0 # $w o + '1+ * = 0 # w o = 1+
& 2)
"w w o
2

(7)

This equation shows that the distance is maximized when the zone of absolute
pointing is approximately half of the input range. This estimation has been based on
the highest possible value for CDUhigh. As we have already discussed, previous results
[6] show that C-D gains do not impact pointing performance as long as no clutching
and input resolution problems arise. Besides, other results [8] show that the discretization of the cursor’s movement does not hurt user performance. Yet, our own tests
showed that high gains could hinder motor control. Our explanation is that nonuniform control requires users to switch from a low to a high gain, adapting accordingly their movement strategies. It seems that the higher the difference between the
two gains, the higher becomes the cost of such movement adaptations. Therefore, we
select CDUhigh to be equal to w/a, where a>1. Then, based again on Equation 5, we
find that the value wo that maximizes the distance d is as follows:

wo = a +

u
2

(8)

In practice, the best values for a and w must be empirically selected.

5

Experiment

We conducted an experiment to compare the performance of the three techniques. We
focused on low-precision wrist input with up to 241 input units.
5.1

Participants and Apparatus

Twelve volunteers (three women and nine men), 21 to 40 years old (the median age
was 27) participated. Two participants used their left hand to perform the tasks. One
participant had also participated in the pilot experiments (see below).
We used an Ascension Flock of Birds 6-DOF motion tracker to detect extensions
and flexions of the wrist around a vertical axis. Participants were seated and moved a
sensor cube (25.4mm # 25.4mm # 20.3mm) within a range of about 50 - 80 cm from
the transmitter and a distance of about 70 – 80 cm from the monitor. We attached the
sensor cube on a solid pen-like extension (see Fig. 6c), allowing participants to grab it
more comfortably. We used a 22-inches monitor with a 1680 # 1050 resolution. We
detected only rotations parallel to the ground and used a simple Kalman filter to remove noise. To control for input precision, we discretized the rotation values measured by the magnetic tracker by diving the effective rotational range into discrete
input units. The experimental software was written in Java 1.6.

Fig. 6. Experimental task for the hybrid and the non-uniform position-control technique. (a)
When the hand moves out of the central zone, the cursor becomes inactive and takes the form
of a small rectangle. The short distance between this rectangle and the boundaries of the window provides feedback about input position out of the central zone. (b) A move of the hand
back to the central zone activates the cursor, which takes its regular line form.

5.2

Task and Stimuli

Participants performed a series of reciprocal 1D pointing tasks by selecting two targets forward and then backward in succession. Targets were rendered as solid vertical
bars and were selected by pressing a key with the non-dominant hand. Participants
were required to successfully select a target before moving to the next. They were
told to perform tasks “as fast as possible, trying to avoid errors”.
For the rate technique, the cursor was rendered as a one-pixel-thick vertical line.
For the hybrid and the non-uniform position-control technique, we used two cursor
representations to communicate the two different levels of input control, as shown in
Fig. 6. When the wrist of the user moved out of the central zone, the cursor turned
into a small rectangle and passed control to the window, which started moving. Its
position relative to the boundaries of the window slightly changed, providing direct
feedback about the position of the wrist with respect to the central zone of input.
5.3

Optimizing the Techniques: Summary of Two Pilot Experiments

For each technique, we had to choose several parameters. What transfer function to
use? How to split the input range? What C-D gains to choose? To reduce the design
space, we conducted two pilot experiments. Six volunteers participated in each pilot.
Pilot 1. The first experiment tested pure rate control under three transfer functions
(Fig. 7a) and two levels of low input precision: 21 and 61 input units. We selected the
functions f2 and f3 to approximate an optimal transfer function for both levels of precision. We expected that the transfer function f1 would be the slowest one, especially
under the low input precision. Under a range of 21 units, the lowest velocity allowed
by f1 is 2!0.11.5 pixels/ms or 63 pixels/sec. For targets of 8 pixels and minimum response times of 150 ms, this value is higher than 53 pixels/sec, which is the velocity
limit calculated by Equation 2.

Fig. 7. Transfer functions tested by the two pilot studies, shown for the right half of the input
range: (a) Pure rate control, and (b) Hybrid control.

The transfer function has a significant effect on selection time (F1.68, 8.38=15.47,
p=0.002) and error (!2df=2,N=6=10.17, p=0.006). The results are summarized in Fig. 8.
The error rate is considerably high for f1, especially when input precision is low. The
best function for errors is f3. The results suggest that as long as an optimal transfer
function is selected, there is no clear penalty for reducing the input precision: errors
rates are not hurt and the cost in speed is minimal, less than 5%.

Fig. 8. Overall results for Pilot 1

Pilot 2. The second pilot explored issues related to the design of the hybrid technique.
We compared three assignments of input range to isotonic and elastic zones. More
specifically, we tested a single level of input precision of 61 input units under the
three configurations shown in Table 1. Presentation order was counterbalanced among
participants. The CDU gain for cursor’s movement was set to 4 pixels/units. As a
result, the size S of the area cursor for the three configurations was 44, 124, and 204
pixels, respectively. For each configuration, we empirically selected two transfer
functions (see Fig. 7): a linear function f1, and a parabolic function f2.
Table 1. Input configurations tested by Pilot 2
Config.
C1
C2
C3

Left Zone % (units)
40.98% (25)
24.59% (15)
8.20% (5)

Right Zone % (units)
40.98% (25)
24.59% (15)
8.20% (5)

Central Zone % (units)
18.03% (11)
50.82% (31)
83.61% (51)

S (pixels)
44
124
204

Results are summarized in Fig. 9. An ANOVA repeated-measures analysis indicates a significant main effect of input configuration on selection time (F1.67,8.33
=37.84, p<0.0001). Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni’s adjustment show that C1

is significantly slower than both C2 (p=0.001) and C3 (p=0.004). There is no significant difference between C2 and C3 (p=1.0). The mean error rate is also higher for C1
but with no consistency among participants. The pointing time is not significantly
different for the two transfer functions (F1,5=1.4, p=0.29), but the mean error is lower
for f1 under C2 and C3. In conclusion, we can select a configuration with f1 as transfer
function, where 50% to 84% of the input range is dedicated to the central zone.

Fig. 9. Overall results for Pilot 2

5.4

Conditions

The experiment tested three pointing techniques: rate control (Rate), hybrid control
(Hybrid), and non-uniform position control (Position). For each one, the experiment
tested two levels of input precision: 61 (low) and 241 (high) discrete input units.
These values are higher than the ones tested by Pilot 1 and 2, but they still correspond
to a low input precision. We made sure that participants could visit every pixel on a
window of 61 or 241 pixels with our configuration when using a simple positioncontrol technique. We also verified that the Device's Human Resolution [2] was high
enough so that participants could comfortably select the smallest 8-pixel targets. For
each condition, we tried to optimize user performance by refining input control based
on our theoretical analysis and the two pilot studies. Below, we justify how various
parameters for each technique were selected.
Rate Control. For the low-precision condition, we used the transfer function
f3(x)=sgn(x)"2|x|3.3. Pilot 1 showed that this function provided the best tradeoff between time and errors. However, it was unclear whether this function would be optimal under larger numbers of discrete input units. Informal tests with 241 units showed
optimal results for functions ranging between f2 and f3. We chose f(x) =sgn(x)"2|x|2.5.
Hybrid Control. The CDU gain for position-control was set to 1 pixel/unit. This gain
enables the selection of every pixel and makes optimal use of the available input
range. Table 2 shows how we divided the input range for the two levels of input precision. For both, we used a linear transfer function (see f1 in Fig. 7b). Notice that we
avoided using large central zones, as they would result in longer sub-movements for
the final target selection.
Table 2. Input configurations tested by the experiment
Precision (units)
61
241

Left Zone % (units)
19.67% (12)
24.90% (60)

Right Zone % (units)
19.67% (12)
24.90% (60)

Central Zone % (units)
60.66% (37)
50.21% (121)

S (pixels)
37
121

Position Control. Equation 8 calculates the size (in input units) of the zone of absolute pointing that minimizes the number of recalibration actions. This zone is approximately half of the input range provided that a << u . Yet, a minimal number of
recalibration actions do not necessarily result in optimal performance. We simplified
our analysis by keeping the design of the technique as similar as possible to the design
of Hybrid. We used the input configuration shown in Table 2 and set CDUlow to 1
pixel/unit. Finally, we empirically selected CDUhigh to 20 pixels/unit for the low input
precision (61 units) and to 8 pixels/unit for the high input precision (241 pixels).

5.5

Design and Procedure

A full-factorial repeated-measures within-participants design was used. The presentation order of techniques (Rate, Hybrid, and Position) and input precision (21 and 241
units) within each technique were counterbalanced among participants. For each
combination of technique and input precision, participants completed three blocks of
trials. We tested three target distances D (250, 500, and 1000 pixels) and three target
widths (8, 16, and 32 pixels). Each block consisted of nine randomly sorted trials,
which correspond to the nine combinations of target distances and widths. For each
technique, participants also completed a total of nine practice trials. To reduce fatigue,
we allowed participants to take brief breaks between blocks and techniques. Experimental sessions lasted approximately 40 to 50 minutes.

5.6

Measures and Hypotheses

We measured selection time as the total time spent to complete a reciprocal pointing
task divided by two. We also measured error rates. We expected that the performance
of Position and Hybrid would improve as input precision increases. Given the results
of Pilot 1, however, our hypothesis was that input precision would have no effect on
the performance of Rate. We also predicted that Position would be less effective under the low-precision condition due to the recalibration problem. We expected that
Hybrid would provide the best balance between pointing precision and speed.

5.7

Results

We eliminated a total of 25 outliers (1.2% of total measurements) for values three
standard deviations away from the within-cell mean. The main results are presented in
Fig. 10. An ANOVA repeated-measures analysis indicates a significant main effect of
input precision on time (F1,11=91.23, p=1.2!10-6). This effect, however, is different for
each technique. More specifically, there is a significant interaction between input
precision and technique (F1.74,19.16=37.42, p=4.8!10-7). Pairwise comparisons with
Bonferroni’s adjustment show that its effect is significant for Hybrid (p=2.6!10-5),
significant for Position (p=6.0!10-7), but no significant for Rate (p=0.876). Consistent
with our findings from Pilot 1, the results suggest that input resolution has minimal or

practically no effect on the performance of pure rate control as long as an optimal
transfer function is selected.
The effect of the technique on time is significant (F1.87,20.55=7.39, p=0.0044). Yet,
pairwise comparisons show that differences between the three techniques are only
significant under low precision. Position is significantly slower than both Rate
(p=2.2!10-4) and Hybrid (p=0.013), but no significant difference is found between the
two latter techniques (p=0.11). Although rate control performs well in terms of pointing time, it results in high error rates. The error rate is approximately 5% for this
technique, in contrast to a 1.1 - 1.7% error rate observed for Hybrid and Position.
Freedman’s non-parametric test shows that the effect of the technique on errors is
statistically significant ($2df=2,N=12=9.14, p=0.01). Overall, our results indicate an advantage of Hybrid over Position for 61 input units and an advantage of both these
techniques over Rate for 241 input units.

Fig. 10. Overall results of the main experiment

Typical error rates in Fitts’ law experiments are in the range of 3 - 4%. The error
rates that we observe for Hybrid and Position are considerably lower, even though the
instructions given to the participants were consistent all over the experimental session
and rather neutral towards precision. Our explanation is that the two window-based
techniques reduce the likelihood of errors by dividing the pointing task into two sequential subtasks. Rapid ballistic movement, which is rough and imprecise, takes
place during the first subtask. Errors are possible, but the user must correct them before continuing with the final pointing movement. As the participants were given
visual feedback about the success of the first movement in the form of an area cursor,
errors during this step were eliminated. In addition, the second subtask was relatively
slow and precise, as it took place in a limited area around the target.
As expected, the effect on pointing time is significant for both target width
(F1.73,19.03=236.77, p=9.1!10-14) and distance (F1.90,20.84=460.99, p=8.3!10-18). We also
find a significant interaction effect between technique and distance (F3.62,39.87=18.04,
p=3.5!10-8). As shown in Fig. 11, the performance of Position degrades considerably
in long distances, as the cost of recalibration actions becomes higher. A pairwise
analysis using Bonferroni’s adjustment shows that Position is significantly slower
than both Rate (p =2.7!10-4) and Hybrid (p=4.4!10-4) for distances of 1000 pixels and
significantly slower than Rate (p =0.006) for distances of 250 pixels.

Fig. 11. Pointing time across distances.

5.8

Predictive Models

We can attempt to predict user performance for other levels of input precision. For
Rate, we use the regular formulation of Fitts' law (see Eq. 9 in Fig. 12), which is independent of the number of input units. For Hybrid and Position, we use Eq. 10. The
parameter s (0# s#1) represents the portion of the input range dedicated to the movement in the central zone. S is the size of the movable window, which can be calculated as S = CDUgain·s·u. To produce Eq. 10, we followed an analysis similar to that of
Cao et al. [4]. Due to limited space, we do not provide the details here.
#D &
MT = a + b" log 2 % +1(
$W '
a
.189

Rate

MT = a + b0
Hybrid
Position

Eq. 9
2

b
.631*

R
.987

"D %
"D %
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+ b log $ +1' + b log $ +1'
D 1 2# S & 2 2# W &
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.091

Eq. 10
R2
.938
.913

Std. Err.
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.361

*Coefficients significantly different than zero (p<0.05)
Fig. 12. Models tested for the three techniques

Fig. 13. Extrapolated movement times for the three pointing techniques and three levels of
input precision (u = 61, 241, and 961 units). Target width is constant (W = 20 pixels).

Based on the above models, we have extrapolated movement time with up to 961
input units and distances as high as 1500 pixels. Fig. 13 gives an overview of the
trends. Position exhibits a poor performance under low input precision, but outperforms Rate and Hybrid as precision improves. The performance of Position is particularly sensitive to both input precision and target distances. Variations in the performance of Hybrid are less radical. The technique seems to be more appropriate in the
range of 61 of 241 units. However, it can be a good alternative for higher levels of
precision, particularly when pointing involves large distances. Clearly, prediction
results for the position-control and the hybrid technique do not apply to short target
distances. As long as movement takes place only within this window, movement will
be purely position controlled and faster than the time predicted by the above models.

6

Limitations and Future Directions

We examined levels of input precision from 21 to 241 units and targets distances from
250 to 1000 pixels. Output configurations can vary greatly beyond the range of values
reported here. For example, wall displays can support very high resolutions. In such
environments, pointing precisely and moving quickly in space are equally important,
so future work must verify how our techniques behave in such settings.
Some previous work [10, 14, 23] has made use of pointer acceleration to effectively balance between precision and speed. To simplify our analysis, we did not consider pointer acceleration here. If used with our techniques, acceleration can be applied at two levels: (1) to the window of precise pointing, and (2) to the cursor within
this window. The former solution could increase the range of the window's movement
and hence reduce the number of recalibration actions. The latter solution, however, is
problematic, as it can cause the de-calibration of the wrist movements away of the
joint's neutral position.

Fig. 14. Interaction mixing movements of various joints. A bracelet attached around the wrist
allows for detecting its absolute position and measuring the rotations of the hand relative to the
forearm. (a) Slight wrist rotations within a central zone. (b) Wrist rotations out of the central
zone. (c) Movements of the whole arm. (d) Rotations of the forearm.

To extend our approach to two-dimensional tasks, we must first consider that hand
movements are not perfectly symmetric. Wrist flexions and extensions have a wider
angular range than ulnar and radial deviations (Fig. 2). Techniques must be adapted to
accommodate these asymmetries. In addition, natural hand movement combines rotations of the wrist and movements of other joints (Fig. 14), which could be mapped to
different levels of a pointing task, e.g., by using different CD gains. Exploring techniques that combine various joints is an interesting future direction. Another future
goal is to test non-linear mappings between input and output [21].

7

Conclusions

The paper explored pointing with low-precision input when the input device is controlled by movements of the wrist. We examined techniques that achieve pointing
precision without making use of explicit mode-switching mechanisms. Wrist movements are physically constrained and take place within a small range around the
hand’s resting position. Based on this observation, we explored rate control as a possible solution. Our results show that rate control is effective under low levels of input
precision. Interestingly, we found that as long as optimal transfer functions are selected, the performance of rate control remains practically constant for a range of
input precision from 21 to 241 units. This suggests that rate control could be particularly valuable for low-precision input devices (e.g., low-fidelity camera-based capture
of hand movements) and users with hand-tremor problems.
In addition to rate control, we examined two techniques that split the pointing task
into two scales. Pointing at a macro scale is performed with an area cursor, which is
visually communicated to the user as a framed window. Pointing at a micro scale is
performed with a regular point cursor, which moves within the window. The first
technique combines position and rate-control and derives from previous work [7, 9].
The second technique uses position control to move both the area and the point cursor
and has been based on previous work on two-scale pointing [12] and early techniques
in Virtual Reality that applied non-uniform position-control mappings [20]. According to our experimental results, these two techniques are more precise than pure rate
control and their performance improves as input precision increases. The hybrid technique was particularly effective in balancing between precision and speed in the range
of 61 to 241-input units. It outperformed the non-uniform position-control technique
in long target distances over 1000 pixels. Nevertheless, our analysis suggests that the
performance of the latter is faster as input precision improves. Based on these results,
we derived predictive models of user performance, but future work must compare the
techniques on different task scales. We are particularly interested in exploring their
application to high-resolution displays where distances can be as high as 10k to 20k
pixels. We also plan to study the proposed techniques on the movement of other human joints. For example, the thumb moves within a limited range. Enabling it to precisely point on large output surfaces in isolation of or in combination with hand
movements is a challenging problem and certainly worth of future investigation.
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